
 

THE PAST IS AN APPETITE RARELY SATED 
 

Ahead are seven years of great abundance in all the land of Egypt. After them 
 will come seven years of famine… 

 
 
The body longs – 
 when our stomachs growl, we search for food; if parched,  
  we hold out our pitchers for water –  
and also it consents.  
 
Forget truffles and fried chicken.   
 (Forget popcorn and mascarpone.) 
 
If hungry enough, we will gorge on rancid tomatoes.  
 
If thirsty enough, we will wash down our cravings with lye.  
We will certainly swallow lies, and steal from those we love  
to feed those we love more. 
 
Sit with me a while at this table. It is 1967 
 (before my breasts were large enough to matter). 
My father and I are heading home in the Dodge, the November sun  
setting when I ask about Biafra. 
 
Biafra – a place neither of us will ever see:  
where flies swarm assuredly around girls my age, and grown men  
wake crying from dreams of meat.  
 
 I say: They are hungry.  
 
 I say: Can we send money? 
  
And in the next moment comes the split-second illumination – 

No, they are not our kind –  
of my ended childhood: indifference a daughter  
should never set eyes on.  
 
There on my plate it still sits, a bursting stone, along with  
the useless words I spoke  
 (and the pale tongue with which I argued them). 
 
I horded. I swallowed. I washed it all down. Years have gone by – 
 seven, seven, seven, and more – 
yet I remain a growling thing.  
 
If I could, I would sweep the hardness from my plate,  
ask the question once again.   
 
 
 
 
Saliva would fill my expectant mouth, and God  



 

would take pity and interrupt – 
 (Undo time. Make my father into the man he wasn’t.)  
 
Which is to say: my girlish words would be enough for they  
to become our, enough for money to follow need, for silver quarters  
to pour into my hands.  
   
For the harvest to proclaim its readiness over the moans  
of thin scorched wind. 
 
For sacks of wheat to willingly spill out into the barrenness, for flesh  
to adhere to bone. Men could dream of – 
 and hold – 
women with curves enough to spare. Children would tussle 
in the shade, laughing at the flies. 
 
Flies would be cheated of their choicest picks, and sturdy cows  
would bellow for the privilege of the butcher’s knife.  
 
Then would pleasure overtake the lean years of reproach,  
and I could push myself away from this meal  
 (satisfied). 
 
 


